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The Blind Light
A city is hit by an epidemic of "white blindness" whose victims are confined to a vacant mental hospital, while a single eyewitness
to the nightmare guides seven oddly assorted strangers through the barren urban landscape
Three young children, Mal, Ari and Martha, have been "touched" and are in possession of enormous talents, bestowed on them by
a chance encounter with the Young Master. Now Ari, Mal and Martha find themselves in the wrong place and time because Ari has
done the unthinkable, resulting in a perpetual red dawn. But that is the least of their worries! Ari is on the run, while Mal and Martha
attempt to keep their enemy at bay. The Strange Man is back and he's got even more sinister tricks up his sleeve ...
"When a tragic accident leaves her blind, fifteen-year-old Emma Sasha Silver must relearn everything from recognizing her family,
to remembering colors, to getting around. Then, just as she's about to reenter school, a classmate's body is found, with all signs
pointing to suicide. Determined to understand the girl's actions ... Emma sets out to unite her classmates to explore the situation.
She'll have to navigate an adolescence made even more difficult by her new handicap, but her own resilience, along with the
support of her family and friends, allows her to emerge strong"--Page [4] of cover.
As Kasey's health, life, and her relationship with Ashwin hang precariously in the balance, he must contend with his jealous exfiance, Silver Moon. As her jealousy increases to frightening and dangerous levels, Ashwin must find a way to deal with her, as well
as figure out how to pull his beloved Kasey from the devastating grip of the tragedy that has befallen her. Will Silver Moon's
heinous actions put an end to Ashwin's and Kasey's budding relationship, or will true love prevail?
The Blind Light
The Clutter Book
Antony Gormley
The Blind Photographer
The Extraordinary Memoir of a Blind Hero of the French Resistance in World War II
Hanne Wilhelmsen Book One

FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND ONE SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL. Katie ran from
the magical world years ago. She never planned on being dragged back in by a prophesying clamshell.
The seers believe she alone can prevent an apocalypse of ruined time and broken worlds. Bran the Crow
King believes she can save him from his cannibalistic grandfather. Katie believes they're all nuts. One
thing is for certain: she's not waiting around for help. Operation Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is
officially on.
Blindsight is the Hugo Award–nominated novel by Peter Watts, "a hard science fiction writer through and
through and one of the very best alive" (The Globe and Mail). Two months have past since a myriad of
alien objects clenched about the Earth, screaming as they burned. The heavens have been silent
since—until a derelict space probe hears whispers from a distant comet. Something talks out there: but
not to us. Who should we send to meet the alien, when the alien doesn't want to meet? Send a linguist
with multiple-personality disorder and a biologist so spliced with machinery that he can't feel his own
flesh. Send a pacifist warrior and a vampire recalled from the grave by the voodoo of paleogenetics.
Send a man with half his mind gone since childhood. Send them to the edge of the solar system, praying
you can trust such freaks and monsters with the fate of a world. You fear they may be more alien than
the thing they've been sent to find—but you'd give anything for that to be true, if you knew what was
waiting for them. . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
One summer can change everything. Jacinda Prescott spent one life-changing summer in Sweet Breeze
Bay, New Zealand, and left disaster in her wake. Since then, she's thrown herself into her music career,
and her life in LA. But when the price of fame threatens to become more than she's willing to pay, the
distant bay calls her back. Liam Ward walked away from everything he knew after the death of his
talented brother, the guy Jacinda loved and lost. When he finally returns to the bay, looking for closure,
she's the last person he expects to find-and the last woman he should fall for. Stuck as neighbors for the
summer, their off-limits attraction is hotter than the South Pacific sun. But the secret that ties them
together is the one thing that could destroy her career, and break their hearts all over again...if they let
it.
When the cellcom network shuts down on May 7, 2060, an economic catastrophe of unprecedented scale
engulfs the globe. Amid the chaos, the world's largest corporation sponsors the founding of a new
society, seemingly as an experiment in social engineering. For thirty-six years, as civilization crumbles
around it, this tiny remnant of the human race lives in perfect peace and harmony in the Land of
Light.The society's leader, Farukh al-Qasim, fears peace cannot last without a fight. A world-renowned
archaeologist before the collapse, Qasim has discovered a cache of ancient manuscripts that tell of this
very future-and its dark end at the hands of the Nephilim.But there is hope. These same sources point
also to a child, a savior, who will possess a great power lost long ago. If he is found, perhaps the Land of
Light, perhaps humanity itself, might endure.
A Light for the Blind
The Power of Light
And There Was Light
When You Can't Let Go
When We Cease to Understand the World
The Country of the Blind
Americas first blind professional fisherman, Mike Lorance shares the intimate details of his amazing life, from the national acclaim he
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garnered for saving a family of four from drowning while he was a child to learning to cope with the personal and professional challenges
of going blind. His successes and failures and eventual peace within his life are shared here in his own words.
Maybe you're a recent college graduate, looking for a successful start to your career. Or an experienced professional, feeling the need to
try something new. Either way, a whole host of opportunities await you-but if you really hope to ace that interview and get the job you
want, you'll need the right skills to get ahead. So when you're navigating the complex twists and turns of today's changing job market, let
I'll Get That Job! serve as your road map and guide. Featuring advice from real HR professionals, headhunters, and team managers, this
essential job-hunting companion will let you know exactly what you need to do to increase your chances, from social media presence to
writing a great CV. While shedding light on the many myths and outdated "rules" that may actually bog you down in today's job-seeking
experience, I'll Get That Job! serves as a source of motivation and encouragement for modern job hunters. After all, with hard work and
the right mind-set, it really is possible for you to get that job you've always wanted-and become the most successful version of yourself
along the way!
"Forget that I am deaf and blind and think of me as an ordinary woman," wrote Helen Keller--but she was anything but ordinary. When
Helen was growing up, there were no facilities to help handicapped students. Still, she learned to speak, read, and write, attended
Radcliffe College, wrote five books, and lectured all over the world. It wasn't enough to prove that she could do anything. Helen wanted
other handicapped people to know that they could, too. And Helen achieved her purpose: the world saw a real woman behind the
handicaps, and an extraordinary human being behind the legend.
Reproduction of the original: The Country of the Blind by H.G. Wells
Planet of the Blind
Shine A Light: My Year with "Blind" Willie Johnson
Blindsight
Helen Keller
Will My Pet Go To Heaven?
Louis Braille: The Boy Who Invented Books for the Blind

Meant as a companion piece for those already familiar with Johnson's music and myth - journey
through Texas with Shane Ford as he leads the way to honor the legend, Blind Willie Johnson.
Included is new research and pictures, never-before-seen.
A NEW YORK TIMES EDITOR'S CHOICE Sixty years after the publication of his first novel, Cat Man,
Edward Hogland is publishing his twenty-fifth book at the age of eighty-three. This capstone
novel, set in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom, introduces Press, a stockbroker going blind. Press
has lost his job and his wife and is trying to figure out his next move, holed up in his Vermont
cabin surrounded by a hippy commune, drug runners, farmers-gone-bust, blood-thirsty auctioneers,
and general ne’er-do-wells. Solace and purpose come from the unlikeliest sources as he learns to
navigate his new landscape without sight. Hoagland, himself, is going blind, and through this
evocative, unsentimental novel, we experience the world closing in around Press, the rising
panic of uncertainty, the isolation of exile, the increasing dependence upon the kindness of
strangers, and a whole new appreciation of the world just beyond sight. Skyhorse Publishing, as
well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books
for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy,
satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature,
folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Jake gets a kick out Patrick, and wonders if it's time to start a relationship. Is there room in
his life for his family and Patrick?
Clutter has a negative effect on your life. You want to live differently, but you haven't been
able to make progress. Marcie Lovett, author of The Clutter Book, will motivate you to make the
changes you want. Learn to let go of what you don't need and find room for what you value. The
direct, accessible writing style and interactive exercises will inspire you to succeed. In this
book, Marcie guides you through the process of letting go of the clutter that is keeping you
from achieving success. Whether your clutter is caused by things, commitments or thoughts,
Marcie encourages you to make the choices to conquer your challenges. If previous attempts at
letting go of clutter have not been successful for you, you will benefit from the motivation and
wisdom Marcie offers. Written in a straightforward and accessible style, filled with insight and
real-life stories, the book enables readers to learn from the experience of others and overcome
obstacles to success. You will understand why you keep clutter, save time and money by avoiding
unnecessary purchases, discover the habits that hold you back, find ways to fight
procrastination and create systems that allow you to retrieve and return items. Whether you want
to live with less or live with what you have, this is the book for you.
A Novel
A Sweet Hot Summer Novel
The Blind Assassin
Divinity
Her Blind Guide
Land of the Blind

Is your special friend always waiting at the door for you with a wagging tail and an unconditional look of happiness? Is your favorite lap
warmer always ready to keep you company on dark and stormy nights? No matter if your friend is furry, finned, feathered, or leathered, no
doubt your pet plays an important role in your life and your family. In fact, your pet may be your family. But after the inevitable happens
and you sob your last good-bye, will you see your pet again? In Heaven? Does your pet have a soul? Will your pet go to Heaven? This fun
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and light-hearted look at a seriously sad subject reveals many perspectives about Spot’s stairway to Heaven, Fluffy’s final resting place,
and birds of Paradise. Will your pet rabbit rest in peace, or will your fish float forever in the septic tank? In addition to their own blend of
passionate and compassionate diva dialogue, the four writers quote devoted pet owners, clergy, friends, family, and even those who just
aren’t “pet people.” From the variety of perspectives and opinions, this is a heart-warming, tail-wagging conversation sure to keep you
smiling from now until then…
A teenage boy uncovers a horrific family secret. A widower seeks vengeance on the creatures that killed his wife. A drug addled writer stalks
the woman of his dreams, a woman much more sinister than she appears. A federal agent races to find the cursed relic powering this city full
of spooks, spirits, and serial killers. The lives of these and others will collide in the dark and dangerous streets of Adderlass. A seed of evil
was planted under Adderlass, a city where monsters hide behind masks of humanity and ordinary people shuffle anesthetized and addicted
by the sickly supernatural power wafting up from below. The city was built over the crystalline skull of a bloodthirsty beast. Now, the hunt is
on for this lost treasure and whoever finds it first will control the fate not only of Adderlass but of the entire world. Sixteen-year-old Simon
Cubbins, young and naive, may be the key to unlocking the mystery buried in this twisted labyrinth of hidden agendas. He also
unknowingly harbors a secret that could destroy the Cubbins bloodline. As different characters fight for control over Simon, he will have to
decide whether or not to carry on his family's legacy.
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A December 2018 Indie Next Pick One of Kirkus Reviews' Best of 2018 Picks BookPage
Best of the Year 2018 A LibraryReads Pick for November 2018 A LibraryReads Hall of Fame Winner Washington Post's 10 Books to Read
This November One of PopSugar’s Best Fall Books to Curl Up With “A captivating, wintry whodunit.” —PEOPLE "A constantly
surprising series that deepens and darkens as it evolves." —Marilyn Stasio, New York Times Book Review Kingdom of the Blind, the new
Chief Inspector Gamache novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author. When a peculiar letter arrives inviting Armand Gamache
to an abandoned farmhouse, the former head of the S reté du Québec discovers that a complete stranger has named him one of the
executors of her will. Still on suspension, and frankly curious, Gamache accepts and soon learns that the other two executors are Myrna
Landers, the bookseller from Three Pines, and a young builder. None of them had ever met the elderly woman. The will is so odd and
includes bequests that are so wildly unlikely that Gamache and the others suspect the woman must have been delusional. But what if,
Gamache begins to ask himself, she was perfectly sane? When a body is found, the terms of the bizarre will suddenly seem less peculiar and
far more menacing. But it isn’t the only menace Gamache is facing. The investigation into what happened six months ago—the events
that led to his suspension—has dragged on, into the dead of winter. And while most of the opioids he allowed to slip through his hands, in
order to bring down the cartels, have been retrieved, there is one devastating exception. Enough narcotic to kill thousands has disappeared
into inner city Montreal. With the deadly drug about to hit the streets, Gamache races for answers. As he uses increasingly audacious, even
desperate, measures to retrieve the drug, Armand Gamache begins to see his own blind spots. And the terrible things hiding there.
The Blind Light: A NovelW. W. Norton & Company
Blind
Realm of Annihilation: Book Four
Making Darkness Light
The Medicine Man, Book 2
The Lives and Times of John Milton
A Light in the Darkness
A century ago, a gentle blind girl walked the cliffs of Paradise Point. Then the children came -- taunting,
teasing -- until she lost her footing and fell, shrieking her rage to the drowning sea... Now Michelle has come
from Boston to live in the big house on Paradise Point. She is excited about her new life, ready to make new
friends... until a hand reaches out of the swirling mists -- the hand of blind child. She is asking for friendship...
seeking revenge... whispering her name...
Shortlisted for the RSL Encore Award 2021 ‘Extraordinary’ – Spectator ‘Powerful’ – Guardian ‘Spellbinding’ –
The Tablet As the 1950s draw to a close, and the Cold War escalates, the shape of Drummond Moore's life is
changed beyond measure when he strikes up an unlikely friendship with James Carter, a rich and wellconnected fellow national serviceman. Carter leads him to Doom Town – an army base that seeks to recreate
the effects of a nuclear war – where he meets Gwen, a barmaid with whom he shares an instant connection. Set
over sixty years of British history, The Blind Light by Stuart Evers is the compelling story of one family as they
deal with the personal and political fallout of their times.
Anthony Gormley is widely recognised as one of the most imaginative and original artists working in the UK
today. This illustrated book accompanies the exhibition Anthony Gormley: Blind Light at The Hayward, the
artist's first major showing in London in over 25 years. Since the 1980s Gormley has focused consistently on
the human figure, often using his own body as the starting point for works that explore our perception of
space, architecture, and bodily presence. Alongside specially commissioned photography of Gormley's major
new projects, the book includes an original visual essay by the artist that elaborates his aesthetic
preoccupations with images selected from his own photographic archive. Essays from leading writers and
scholars Anthony Vidler, Susan Stewart and W. J. T. Mitchell provide a context in which to understand
Gormley's new work, while an in-depth interview with The Hayward Director Ralph Rugoff and co-curator Jacky
Klein reconsiders Gormley's place within contemporary culture and the history of art.
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a folder with sign out sheets.
Part One of the Nephilim Trilogy
Comes the Blind Fury
The Land of Light
From Light to Dark
In the Country of the Blind
I'll Get That Job!

One of The New York Times Book Review’s “10 Best Books of 2021” Shortlisted for the 2021
International Booker Prize A fictional examination of the lives of real-life scientists and thinkers
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whose discoveries resulted in moral consequences beyond their imagining. When We Cease to
Understand the World is a book about the complicated links between scientific and mathematical
discovery, madness, and destruction. Fritz Haber, Alexander Grothendieck, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin
Schrödinger—these are some of luminaries into whose troubled lives Benjamín Labatut thrusts the
reader, showing us how they grappled with the most profound questions of existence. They have
strokes of unparalleled genius, alienate friends and lovers, descend into isolation and insanity. Some
of their discoveries reshape human life for the better; others pave the way to chaos and unimaginable
suffering. The lines are never clear. At a breakneck pace and with a wealth of disturbing detail,
Labatut uses the imaginative resources of fiction to tell the stories of the scientists and
mathematicians who expanded our notions of the possible.
"The world is a surreal pageant," writes Stephen Kuusisto. "Ahead of me the shapes and colors
suggest the sails of Tristan's ship or an elephant's ear floating in air, though in reality it is a middleaged man in a London Fog rain coat which billows behind him in the April wind." So begins Kuusisto's
memoir, Planet of the Blind, a journey through the kaleidoscope geography of the partially-sighted,
where everyday encounters become revelations, struggles, or simple triumphs. Not fully blind, not
fully sighted, the author lives in what he describes as "the customs-house of the blind", a midway
point between vision and blindness that makes possible his unique perception of the world. In this
singular memoir, Kuusisto charts the years of a childhood spent behind bottle-lens glasses trying to
pass as a normal boy, the depression that brought him from obesity to anorexia, the struggle through
high school, college, first love, and sex. Ridiculed by his classmates, his parents in denial, here is the
story of a man caught in a perilous world with no one to trust--until a devastating accident forces him
to accept his own disability and place his confidence in the one relationship that can reconnect him to
the world--the relationship with his guide dog, a golden Labrador retriever named Corky. With Corky
at his side, Kuusisto is again awakened to his abilities, his voice as a writer and his own particular
place in the world around him. Written with all the emotional precision of poetry, Kuusisto's evocative
memoir explores the painful irony of a visually sensitive individual--in love with reading, painting, and
the everyday images of the natural world--faced with his gradual descent into blindness. Folded into
his own experience is the rich folklore the phenomenon of blindness has inspired throughout history
and legend.
“A mystery novel of profound depth.” — Booklist (starred review) “Walter is at his incisive best. . . .
Hypnotically compelling." — Publishers Weekly In this fiendishly clever and darkly funny novel, #1
New York Times bestselling author Jess Walter explores the bonds and compromises we make as
children—and the fatal errors we can make at any time in our lives. While working the weekend night
shift, Caroline Mabry, a weary Spokane police detective, encounters a seemingly unstable but
charming derelict who tells her, "I'd like to confess." But he insists on writing out his statement in
longhand. In the forty-eight hours that follow, the stranger confesses to not just a crime but an entire
life—spinning a wry and haunting tale of youth and adulthood, of obsession and revenge, and of two
men's intertwined lives.
“Ten days after the war ended, my sister Laura drove a car off a bridge.” These words are spoken by
Iris Chase Griffen, married at eighteen to a wealthy industrialist but now poor and eighty-two. Iris
recalls her far from exemplary life, and the events leading up to her sister’s death, gradually revealing
the carefully guarded Chase family secrets. Among these is “The Blind Assassin,” a novel that earned
the dead Laura Chase not only notoriety but also a devoted cult following. Sexually explicit for its
time, it was a pulp fantasy improvised by two unnamed lovers who meet secretly in rented rooms and
seedy cafés. As this novel-within-a-novel twists and turns through love and jealousy, self-sacrifice and
betrayal, so does the real narrative, as both move closer to war and catastrophe. Margaret Atwood’s
Booker Prize-winning sensation combines elements of gothic drama, romantic suspense, and science
fiction fantasy in a spellbinding tale.
Your Father Sends His Love
The Blind Light: A Novel
One Distant Summer
The Blinding Light
A Memoir
‘The Blind Light reads like a British Don DeLillo, telling the social history of Britain through
two generations of a family.’ Alex Preston, Observer In the late 1950s, during his National
Service, Drummond meets the two people who will change his life: Carter, a rich, educated young
man sent down from Oxford; and Gwen, a barmaid with whom he feels an instant connection. His
feelings for both will be tested at a military base known as Doom Town – a training ground where
servicemen prepare for the aftermath of an Atomic Strike. It is an experience that will colour
the rest of his – and his family’s – life. Told from the perspectives of Drum and Gwen, and
later their children Nathan and Anneka, The Blind Light moves from the Fifties through to
present day, taking in the global and local events that will shape and define them all. From the
Cuban Missile Crisis to the War on Terror, from the Dagenham strikes to Foot and Mouth, from
Skiffle to Rave, we see a family come together, driven apart, fracture and reform – as the
pressure of the past is brought, sometimes violently, to bear on the present. The Blind Light is
a powerful, ambitious, big yet intimate story of our national past and a brilliant evocation of
a family and a country. It will remind you how complicated human history is – and how hard it is
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to do the right thing for the right reasons.
Born sighted, 'Blind' Dave Heeley showed athletic promise from an early age, smashing his town's
1500-metre track record aged just 11 years old. However, a devastating diagnosis shattered his
sporting dreams and he hastily gave up on sporting activity. From Light To Dark charts Dave's
story and how he rediscovered his boyhood talent for running and went on to undertake some of
the world's toughest challenges, including John O'Groats to Land's End (with a difference); ten
marathons in ten days; 700 miles of cycling across seven countries in seven days; and the 2015
Marathon des Sables, dubbed the 'toughest footrace on Earth'. In 2008 came Dave's greatest
achievement, his name entering the record books as he became the first, and to date the only,
blind person to have completed the ultimate endurance challenge of seven marathons, in seven
consecutive days, on seven different continents. With a foreword by the veteran and recordbreaking English adventurer Sir Ranulph Fiennes, From Light to Dark is a heart-warming,
inspirational tale of triumph over adversity.
The book that helped inspire Anthony Doerr’s All the Light We Cannot See An updated edition of
this classic World War II memoir, chosen as one of the 100 Best Spiritual Books of the Twentieth
Century, with a new photo insert and restored passages from the original French edition When
Jacques Lusseyran was an eight-year-old Parisian schoolboy, he was blinded in an accident. He
finished his schooling determined to participate in the world around him. In 1941, when he was
seventeen, that world was Nazi-occupied France. Lusseyran formed a resistance group with fiftytwo boys and used his heightened senses to recruit the best. Eventually, Lusseyran was arrested
and sent to the Buchenwald concentration camp in a transport of two thousand resistance
fighters. He was one of only thirty from the transport to survive. His gripping story is one of
the most powerful and insightful descriptions of living and thriving with blindness, or indeed
any challenge, ever published.
Her Blind Guide: A Light in the Darkness is a romantically written novel about the friendship
and unconditional love that grows and develops between Jim Edmond Klein a middle age blind man
whose travels have taking him to the far corners of the world; only to settle him in a small
rural city just inside of Idaho. And Stacey Amir Perryman a once successful business executive
who have had to flee her home town in order to escape violence, only to end up in another
potentially violent and deathly relationship. Jim is an accomplished and successful man in spite
of being blind; he has never allowed his blindness to handicap him nor steal from him the joys
of experiencing life at full throttle. Jim meets and falls for a young and lonely single mother
of two young children at a time when Stacey Perryman has almost given up on love and men; and in
that order that is until she meets the middle age and impressionable and charismatic Jim Klein
whose love and support provides her with the ability to love and trust again. Join Jim and
Stacey as he guides her through the darkness and turbulence, of her life, and into a
whimsically; and almost magically and romantically adventure that ends in true friendship and
love as the two learns to lean on and support each other in their quest to find love and
happiness in spite of life challenges.
Kingdom of the Blind
Out of the Darkness into Light
Little Book of Light
Blind Light
Blind Goddess
A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
'Making Darkness Light is an illumination' Adam Phillips 'His sympathetic yet challenging account will undoubtedly win Milton new readers and for that a chorus of Hallelujahs' Spectator For most of us John Milton has been consigned to the dusty pantheon of English literature, a grim
puritan, sightlessly dictating his great work to an amanuensis, removed from the real world in his contemplation of higher things. But dig a little
deeper and you find an extraordinary and complicated human being. Revolutionary and apologist for regicide, writer of propaganda for
Cromwell's regime, defender of the English people and passionate European, scholar and lover of music and the arts - Milton was all of these
things and more. Making Darkness Light shows how these complexities and contradictions played out in Milton's fascination with oppositions Heaven and Hell, light and dark, self and other - most famously in his epic poem Paradise Lost. It explores the way such brutal contrasts define us
and obscure who we really are, as the author grapples with his own sense of identity and complex relationship with Milton. Retracing Milton's
footsteps through seventeenth century London, Tuscany and the Marches, he vividly brings Milton's world to life and takes a fresh look at his key
works and ideas around the nature of creativity, time and freedom of expression. He also illustrates the profound influence of Milton's work on
writers from William Blake to Virginia Woolf, James Joyce to Jorge Luis Borges. This is a book about Milton, that also speaks to why we read and
what happens when we choose over time to let another's life and words enter our own. It will change the way you think about Milton forever.
The blind photographer cannot see a butterfly perched perfectly still on a flower, a bowl of sweet-smelling fruit, or a child's rattle on a darkened
floor, but the mind's eye is sharply focused. How then, do blind or partially sighted people capture such extraordinary images? The photographs
in this revelatory book suggest a deeper truth: that blindness is itself a kind of seeing, and that those who can see are often blind to the strangeness
and beauty of the world around them. As the blind photographer Evgen Bavcar writes, "Photography must belong to the blind, who in their daily
existence have learned to become the masters of camera obscura." Through the photographs of more than fifty blind or partially sighted people
from around the world, this exhilarating book—the first to explore this phenomenon in all its vibrancy and diversity—will make you see differently.
Named a Best Historical Fiction of 2020 Pick by the New York Times A multigenerational story about two families bound together by the tides of
history and the bittersweet complexity of love. England, 1959: two young soldiers—Drummond and Carter—form an intense and unlikely friendship
at "Doom Town," a training center that recreates the aftermath of atomic warfare. The experience will haunt them the rest of their lives. Years
later, Carter, now a high-ranking government official, offers working-class Drummond a way to protect himself and his wife, Gwen, should a
nuclear strike occur. Their pact, kept secret, will have devastating consequences for the families they so wish to shield. The Blind Light is a grand,
ambitious novel that spans decades, from the 1950s to the present. Told from the perspectives of Drum and Gwen, and later their children, Nate
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and Anneka, the story brilliantly captures the tenderness and envy of long relationships. As the families attempt to reform themselves, the
pressures of the past are visited devastatingly on the present, affecting spouses, siblings, and friends. Stuart Evers writes with literary flair and
intellect without ever abandoning the pleasures and emotional intensity of great storytelling. He explores the psychological legacy of nuclear war
and social inequality yet finds a delicate beauty in the adventure of making a life in the ruins of the one you lived before.
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness everywhere you go.
All the Light We Cannot See
Half-Shell Propheces
Eight Days in October
A Blind Fisherman's Story
A Real Guide from Real Experts on Getting the Job You Want!
Triumvirate
The twelve unforgettable stories in Your Father Sends His Love explore the complex, baffling, and vital relationship between parents and their children. Set
in the past, present and future, they are unified by their compassion, animated by the unsaid, and distinguished by how beautifully they extract the luminous
from the ordinary. With wit, subtllety, and uncommon sensitivity, Evers captures the powerful emotions of family life: joy, fear, vulnerability, duty, betrayal,
loss, anger, and unconditional love. While his characters often feel more than they can express, they are in the hands of a masterful story teller who gives
time to what might otherwise seem incidental. Your Father Sends His Love is a powerful, haunting, and deeply felt work about the most important
relationships we will ever know.
The first book in Edgar-nominated Anne Holt’s international bestselling mystery series featuring detective Hanne Wilhelmsen, last seen in 1222. A smalltime drug dealer is found battered to death on the outskirts of the Norwegian capital, Oslo. A young Dutchman, walking aimlessly in central Oslo covered in
blood, is taken into custody but refuses to talk. When he is informed that the woman who discovered the body, Karen Borg, is a lawyer, he demands her as
his defender, although her specialty is civil, not criminal, law. A couple of days later another lawyer is found shot to death. Soon police officers Håkon Sand
and Hanne Wilhelmsen establish a link between the two killings. They also find a coded message hidden in the murdered lawyer’s apartment. Their maverick
colleague in the drugs squad, Billy T., reports that a recent rumor in the drug underworld involves drug-dealing lawyers. Now the reason why the young
Dutchman insisted on having Karen Borg as a defender slowly dawns on them: since she was the one to find and report the body, she is the only Oslo lawyer
that cannot be implicated in the crime. As the officers investigate, they uncover a massive network of corruption leading to the highest levels of government.
As their lives are threatened, Hanne and her colleagues must find the killer and, in the process, bring the lies and deception out into the open.
Blinded at the age of 3, Louis Braille developed a superb memory that enabled him to do well in school. But that wasn't enough--Louis wanted to read.
Finding the alphabet impractical, he invented the raised dot alphabet, Braille, now used throughout the world.
The Final Book In The Divinity Saga The Earth is breaking open. The wall between the Spirit and Human realm has begun to shatter, allowing darkness to
seep in and converge like an epidemic. The End Has Begun... Even after setting everything in motion by attacking Morning Star first, Cam`ael finally has
everything that he's ever wanted in his existence; Starling's love and a family. Cam`ael's happiness is short-lived when he's finally given the harsh and
inexplicable truth about why Starling has always been such a unique Chosen. A Fiery Will... Shortly after giving birth, Starling begins to realize what must be
done in order to save the world and the future of their children. But having made the the promise to Cam`ael of never sacrificing herself for him, how can she
risk it? While the Elders and other warriors see her as a traitor, her friends begin to see her as something more. In every battle and every war there will be
sacrifices and betrayals, but if darkness prevails- light will cease to exist.
Blindness
Book Three in the Touched Series
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